Abstract. A method of autonomous recoverment for survivable system was proposed. Firstly, failure models of survivable system were formally described based on stochastic Petri nets, in which a number of measurable index parameters for recoverment were also given out. And then a recursive autonomous recoverment strategy was presented,Compared with the traditional cyclical recovery strategy, recoverment strategies reduced the time and costs of emergency recovery.
Introduction
Many studies show that the reboot [1] technology can effectively eliminate some errors, failure states that were accumulated during the system's operation, including those errors, failures that were caused by human attacks. Therefore, reboot can effectively recover the system or application service to the initial good condition. But in current, the research on the recoverment strategy of survivable system is not deep enough; the latest literature is performed to the service-level. Castelli [2] simply divided reboot into two levels: service-level and system-level, but did not give the specific methods of determining the reboot interval and reboot priority. Hong [3] defined the recovery granularity according to the actual measured value of system resources, however, when the current values of resource losses can not accurately reflect the degree of system resource losses, this method is no longer applicable. Although Xie [4] adopt the semi-Markov process to optimize the above methods, but the basic ideas did not change. The studies in above all have their limitations, and still appear rough. Relatively, the research on software fault tolerance, the reboot technology research after software failure has entered to the mature stage. After the recursive restorability [5, 6] technology was presented in the research of recovery-oriented computing project that was undertook by the UC Berkeley and the Stanford university in cooperation, Candea proposed the micro-reboot technology [7, 8] , whose idea is to build a reboot tree in advance, each node on the reboot tree is an application or process that can reboot independently.
Failure Model and Recoverable Index
We think that the system behavior with a high survivability and its result can be expected through the solving of its model, it is able to make the behavior states can be monitored, behavior results can be assessed, and abnormal behaviors can be controlled. The recovery-oriented survivable system exists some measurable indexes: MTTF (Mean Time to Failure), MTBF (Mean Time between Faults), and MTTR (Mean Time to Repair).
Failure model
Most failure models assume that the system behavior is a Poison process; these models generally assume that each failure event associates with a restoration-recovery process, and think that the relationship between recovery and restoration can change in a wider range. First of all we should make limitations on the two extreme conditions: (1) after each failure occurred, only to restore the system, and then the restored system could return to the normal working ability; (2) the relationship between restoration and failure is uncertain, but decided by a specific stochastic process [9] . Failure model of series system Assume that the series system has n components, the failure rate and recovery rate of each component are failure i 
is the system state space, then using the literature [10] can get the stochastic Petri model and by analyzing the state transition can obtain the corresponding Markov chain as shown in figure 1.
Failure model of parallel system Assume that no two or more than two components are failure at the same time, and at any time no two or more than two components can be recovered. Parallel recoverable system consists of n parts, assume that the failure rate and recovery rate of each part are the same, and failure i = λ ,repaire i = µ . Assume that X(t) is the system state space, then we can get the stochastic Petri model and by analyzing the state transition can get the corresponding Markov chain as shown in figure 2. According to the different states which the backup components exist in, redundancy backup system mainly has three forms: cold backup, warm backup and hot backup. Cold backup means that the spare components are in not working state. Warm backup means that the spare components are in the exact same working state, but relative to the main components, the spare components are in light load state, and its failure rate is smaller than the main components', but in the hot backup system, their failure rates are the same [11] . Below we make use of stochastic Petri nets to describe the general k/n redundant backup system model, figure 3 is a cold backup system, and figure 4 is a warm backup and hot backup system. , according to the Markov process, having the following linear equations:
Solving the linear equations, then can get the stable probability of each reachable marking ( ) 
(2) RECOVERBILITY Recoverability: after the system service failure, the probability of being restored in time interval t is M (t). First of all defining the system's service recovery rate ( )
Then M (t) can be got from formula [4] :
The average recovery time of survivable system can be expressed as MTTR= 
Recoverment Strategy for Survivable System
Emergency recoverment is a technology of preventive and proactive survivability enhancement. When the survivability of a system degenerated to a certain degree, by terminating the application, or rebooting the system, application service or process so as to clean up their internal states, one can release the operating system resources, thus recovering the survivability of a system.
System-level recoverment strategy
The implementation of system-level recoverment strategy will terminate the operation of a system, the several key services offered by the system are not available now, which should be paid a certain expenses. Our method, which is relied on the existing failure distribution of a system and based on the failure model, defines the system-level recoverment interval according to the important recoverable index parameters such as MTTF, MTBF, MTTR or others, which were obtained by the survivability decline law of the failure model.
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Definition 1 Emergency recoverment interval of a system is η .
System is beginning to run with the best survivability H max , subsequently, various of failures, errors, attacks and other unpredictable events occur, which result in a gradually decline of the survivability, assume that the survivability reduces to H min at the moment i η , then, the system-level recoverment strategy is implemented to make the system survivability quickly restore to the initial state, as is shown in Figure 5 . Recoverment interval ( 0 η , 1 η ,…) can be obtained from the operation law of the failure model. Whenever the survivability of a key service is reduced to a predetermined threshold P min , a service-level recoverment is implemented; M times process-level recoverment are implemented when the survivability of a key service meets the condition P max >P>P min , thus getting a series of different recoverment values of system survivability ( 
Simulation of Cases and Analysis
In order to track and analyse the influence on system survivability that caused by the nested recursive emergency recoverment strategy in a larger time sample space, PerfMon [13] tools were used to carry out simulation tests. As you can see from Figure 7 , Compared with the traditional cyclical recovery strategy, especially when the system survivability declined to [0.35-0.45] interval, the emergency recoverment strategies have obviously improvement the system survivability, after fifty times tests in the same condition, it can effectively improve 25% of the system survivability, therefore, it achieved the purpose of enhancing the system survivability. 
